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Compassion
com·pas·sion

[kuhm-pash-uhn]
NOUN

a feeling of deep sympathy and sorrow for another
who is stricken by misfortune, accompanied by a 

strong desire to alleviate the suffering.
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Better With Color –Volume 1
Compassion to the Rescue

The Legend of Cliffton

Coloring for Adults, Zen for the Soul
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“Wars begin in the minds of man,
and in those minds,

love and compassion would have built the defences of peace.”
U Thant, Secretary General United Nations 1961-1971,

defused the Cuban Missile Crisis and prevented a global conflict

“If you want others to be happy, practice compassion. 
If you want to be happy, practice compassion.” Dalai Lama

“Compassion brings us to a stop, and for a moment we rise above ourselves.” Mason Cooley
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Compassion for ourselves, our people and all God’s Creatures
Proud and Happy Boat Owners of the Town of Cliffton
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Tall and proud it stands today,
Energy that warms the heart and soul.
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Jubilant storefronts redefine success month after month
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Fine weaves and fabrics
Fancy jewelry in the shop windows

All speak to the success of the local fishing trade
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Christmas trees begin to glisten
Long before Autumn has extracted its toll.
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Crystal and gold transform plastic trees into objects of wonder
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The gardens are stocked with many 
different kinds of plants

Local artists draw inspiration from near 
and distant lands.

Factories hum, children roam carefree, 
there is peace and content in the land.
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But it wasn’t always so!

A large monster once clutched this town in a grip of terror.
She would overturn fishing boats and merchant ships.

She would push the bottom of the boats with her hard shell, lifting them out of the water. 
Then she would turn them upside down. Sometimes she would just grab 

the mast and sides with her long tentacles and fling the boat up like a toy.
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Per local legend, the monster was the ghost of Clea.

Clea was the widow of a local fisherman. A group of drunken 
sailors had attacked her in the street one night and thrown her 
struggling body into the water. It was thought that Clea was 
extracting revenge on every sailor that tried to come ashore.
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Returning fishermen spoke of sighting ghosts. 
Some reported seeing wreckage of boats they recognized.
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The local townspeople tried to appease Clea with offerings of 
jewels and flowers.

No one knows what happened to either.
Clea just got angrier each day.
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Soon fish started vanishing from the waters around the town. 
Fishermen had to venture out even further, 

sometimes straying into neighboring waters.
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On one of their expeditions to a neighboring town, 
the fishermen related their story to Captain Kirk.

Captain Kirk mastered a fishing fleet that sailed just a little 
south of the Arctic waters. 

Captain Kirk had heard of such mythical creatures before. But he also knew a 
good deal about the creatures that inhabited the oceans.

From the fishermen’s stories he realized that Clea was no mythical creature. 
Instead, she was a giant squid, part of a group that lived far north, at the top of 
the Great Arctic Waterway. His compassionate nature caused him to see Clea’s

monstrous acts as nothing more than the futile frustration of a lost mother 
desperate to be reunited with her babies.
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Meanwhile word arrived of an empty, battered fishing boat washing
up on shore. It was filled with nothing but sea debris. 

This was ghastly evidence of the havoc being wrought at sea. 
The fishermen begged Captain Cliff to come help them kill their tormentor.
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Captain Cliff knew that many people would die in any attempt to kill the giant squid. 
He also knew Clea did not intend to hurt the townspeople. 

If only he could find a way to bring Clea home, 
the town would be free without further loss of life.

To do that he would need to convince the townspeople to help him nudge Clea
into the water channel known as the Great Arctic Waterway. From there he 

would need to shepherd her across the hazardous Wall of Sea Roses.

But how do you a nudge a creature that can toss your boat out of the water and 
fling it around like a Frisbee ?

With more questions than answers, Captain Cliff came into town just after 
Christmas. He set up office in the local tavern. He invited people to help him 

develop the plan.
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The townspeople quickly understood from listening to Captain Cliff that 
compassion rather than revenge would bring about peace in their town. 

They started working with the Captain to build a plan to send Clea home.

Piece by piece the plan started coming together. Different types of 
objects were gathered, assembled, tested. The goal was to lure Clea out

just before the start of the fishing season.

On the 3rd Saturday in March, just as the spring flowers started pushing 
up the dirt, the townspeople gathered in the little church by the sea. 

The plan was in motion. Now they needed divine blessings.

The sailors prayed for their safety.
The fishermen prayed for the return of their livelihood.

Everyone prayed that Captain Cliff and his men would be successful and 
Clea would leave, never to return.
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The first step was to nudge Clea into the Arctic Waterway.
Earlier that month Captain Cliff and his team had installed several different types of 

nets in the shallow waters. The nets would nudge Clea towards the open sea.

Now Clea could easily rip the nets to shreds. But Captain Cliff prayed that she would 
bump into the nets and turn to look for another path. If she kept doing that she would 
move out of the shallow waters and enter the middle depths on her way out to sea.
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The Captain and his men also had collected a variety of cold water reptiles. 
These snake-like creatures were expected to create a churn in the water 

similar to that found in Clea’s native waters.

It was hoped this would jog Clea’s memories and lure her towards the sea.
A large net was used to lower the snakes at the edge of the open waters. 

As expected, the reptiles created a huge churn.
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A set of solar powered speakers were installed on Bird Rock.
Bird Rock sits at the edge of the harbor, providing a resting place for 

migratory birds. The speakers were programmed to emit squid mating calls. 
Their role in this mission was to lure Clea out to sea.
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A large ripple announced Clea’s presence in the shallow waters.
Ignoring the churning and the sounds. Clea moved towards land

The early morning sunlight bounced off the beads of sweat on Captain 
Cliff’s brow. Would the nets keep Clea out?

Clea stopped abruptly about 300 feet from shore.
She pushed her head above the water as if listening carefully. 

Then she turned around and shot out to sea, rather like a bullet from a gun.
The sigh of relief rang around the shore like the sharp breeze of 

autumn rustling through the leaves.
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Captain Cliff and his brave men followed
Clea out of the local waters.
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They went past the shallow depths.
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They crossed the middle depths.
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Peering through the brand new oceanoscope, they saw remnants of Clea’s
reign of terroron the ocean floor.
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They saw all kinds of things, including treasure from merchant ships.
Meanwhile Clea lumbered on in the general direction of the Great Arctic Waterway.
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In a few hours they approached an entrance to the Great Arctic Waterway. 
Nearby, a pod of seals sang the songs of selkies wooing squid. 
Clea gravitated towards the sound and then by instinct glided 

into the Waterway.
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They sailed through the night. Around noon the next day they 
started the approach to the Wall of Sea Roses. 

This was the second critical point on Clea’s homeward journey. 
The Wall of Sea Roses was very difficult to penetrate, its entrance guarded by 

an unending chain of large thorny bushes.
If Clea was unable to enter, she would forever remain on the 
outside in a state of torment for herself and all around her.
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Passage through the Wall of Sea Roses had been the topic of many brainstorming 
sessions in the tavern. Finally an old sailor had suggested that they harness the 

magnetic power of the North Pole. People had gone door to door collecting scrap 
metal. A black smith donated a huge mountain of used horse shoes. All that metal had 

been combined with several small magnets and transformed into the Clea Mobile.

The Clea Mobile emitted the same sounds that were heard at Bird Rock. 
It was hoped that this would entice Clea to stay glued to this magnet 

as it created a temporary path through the wall.

The Clea Mobile was lowered into the water. They had barely finished removing the 
anti-magnetic cover when the Clea Mobile took off like a homing pigeon towards the 
North Pole, parting the Wall of Roses. Clea followed, almost on its tail, and the Wall 

closed up again. All this happened within the blink of an eye.

While the men cheered, Captain Cliff sent up a silent prayer of gratitude. 
The magnet was far more powerful than their estimates.

 Had Clea been a few seconds late, she would have smashed into the closed wall.
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The Captain navigated his boat above the Wall of Sea Roses. 
They saw Clea bobbing towards what looked like a giant rock.

On closer inspection, the rock turned out to be a group of giant squid 
clustered together on a little rock. They were taking a nap in the sunshine.

Clea’s joyful cries echoed the joy in Captain Cliff’s heart.
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Clea moved on purposefully like someone with things to do and places to go to. 
She stopped for a few moments to examine a school of squid eggs nestled in a cave.
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The sailors watched in awe as she jumped out of the water for 
a moment and clicked her tentacles in delight. 

This was a transformed Clea. Her body streamlined for swimming, 
her hard back and land feet were nowhere in sight
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Suddenly, they sighted a huge flurry of 
tentacles and what must have been a warm 

welcome from Clea’s family and friends. 
With a flourish, Clea vanished into their midst.
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Soon after Clea’s return to her homeland, the fish returned to the local waters. 
Fishermen and merchants were able to conduct their business freely and 

without interruption. Prosperity returned to the town.

The Sea Rose was adopted as the town flower.

The town was renamed Cliffton.

The Boat Owners Association raised a plaque in the center of town providing a 
cryptic and gentle reminder of Clea’sreign of terror. It read:

Compassion for ourselves, our people and all God’s Creatures
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A series of steps from the town library lead you to an 
underwater garden. This garden was built a few years 

after Clea’s departure.
A long passage takes you to the mouth of the harbor.
Glass walls and a glass floor provide a great view of 

the underwater surroundings.
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Sea creatures, some foliage
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Tentacle like fronds rising from the sea bed remind you of Clea 
and what might have been and what could happen again.
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And then you finally understand the Boat Owners’ sign

Compassion for ourselves, our people and all God’s Creatures
Proud and Happy Boat Owners of the Town of Cliffton

They know that they can handle anything as long as they practice compassion.
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“It is easy enough to be friendly to one’s friends. 
But to befriend the one who regards himself as your 

enemy is the quintessence of religion.” – Mahatma Gandhi

The last time you experienced sadness, pain or hurt

What did you want from the people around you ?

Compassion
“Compassion is not religious business, it is human business, 

it is not luxury, it is essential for our own peace and mental stability, 
it is essential for human survival.”  – Dalai Lama
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Hema is a 25 year veteran of the Global IT industry. 
She has had the privilege of leading multi-cultural 
teams to achieve major transformations and ambitious 
outcomes.

The abstract pictures originated as a tool to sharpen 
focus. The life attitude and story come from her 
corporate experiences, Indian heritage, and global 
exposure.

Hema Shah LetsDoCBs@gmail.com or LetsDoCBs.ORG

ISBN 9 780996757515

Busy young people, harried executives and 
people with leisure are all using coloring 
books to regain stillness and calm in their 
lives. They are also experiencing pride and 
a sense of accomplishment as they color. 

The Better With Color series offers
•  Abstract pictures to be colored
•  A life attitude to ponder as you color
•  A simple story that ties the pictures 

together and illustrates the attitude

The pictures are of medium complexity and 
composed of squiggles, scrawls, botanical 
and geometric patterns.

Designed for the marker wielding colorist 
on the go, the book is printed on heavy 
stock to prevent bleed through. It is compact 
enough to work on in an airplane, a dentist 
office or where you do not have access to a 
desk. 

Volume 1 illustrates how the life attitude of
Compassion helps the people of Cliffton 
find a  way to deal with Clea the giant 
squid who  has terrorized them. They realize 
that compassion provides a better solution. 


